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1Introduction
Upon being accepted to RIT, I had decided that
whatever I ended up proposing as my thesis, it would be a
serious piece. I love to make people laugh, but I'd
already established that I could do it. Through my first
year at RIT, the majority of my work was either abstract
or comedic in nature. I felt I needed to tackle a story
area I hadn't tried before and evoke an audience reaction
other than laughter or confusion.
Quarry was based on an unfinished short story I
wrote several years ago, whose inspiration was my general
dislike of big cities. The gargoyle in that version was
someone who thought of himself as shunning humans when in
fact it was the other way around. I intended to show
that even the most fiercely independent person needs
friends. The characters and voice of that story were
something I wanted to revisit and improve upon, so with
that, my thesis adventure began.
There were also artistic and technical goals I
wanted to achieve. When I was still planning on a live
action film with a 3d animated gargoyle, I wanted it to
be as realistic and flawless as possible (I am, after
all, a perfectionist).
Later, when I switched to an all-animation format, I
decided my piece should have a unique visual style -
something I (and hopefully the audience) had not seen
before. Second, I wanted to present a film that had room
for interpretation. Last, I wanted to improve upon my
current understanding and mastery of 3d and animation, or
in other words, have Quarry be the best thing I've done
yet .
It seemed to me that there were two paths grads take
to finish their thesis: 1) Get it done, or 2) Get it
done well. Above all, I was committed to spending the
time it took to get it done right, so I chose Path #2.
That mentality made it easy to ignore fellow
students, family and professors who often told me,
"You're taking too much time on this." No I wasn't. One
doesn' t quickly go from a Dave Barry aesthetic to
Steinbeck refinement over night. I had to think about
this thing a lot and it was challenging for me to write
it while also keeping in mind the goals I set for myself.
For better or worse, I chose this project to push myself.
The Story
Overall, the story's structure is based upon duality
and opposites. Night and Day. Good and Evil. Beauty
and the Beast. The gargoyle is only awake when the girl
is asleep. She's small and fragile, he's big and brutal.
I wanted my audience to care about the characters I
was showing them, which is tough to accomplish. I wanted
fully realized individuals with motivations, needs and
history. While the final result only hints at the
background of the characters, the live action version
revealed a lot more (especially since the characters
talked in that version.) See Appendix D for the final
Live Action Script.
I also felt strongly that, to continue with the
duality theme, the characters should help each other in
some way. I didn't just want the gargoyle to save the
little girl, I wanted her to "save" him in some way.
Either by getting him to come out of his shell, or just
to open up to someone. It's also been argued that she
brings him to life since she restores his claw at the
beginning of the film and thus completes him.
Live Action Experiment
Those who read the credits will notice a group
entitled "Live Action Experiment Crew" . These were the
nice people who agreed to crew for my live action shoot.
Unfortunately everything went wrong that first night.
After working very hard for a week with very little
sleep to coordinate logistics, materials, equipment,
locations, and talent, I arrived early (and prepared) at
the location: Hamlin Town Hall, Hamlin, New York.
While I knew ahead of time that I'd be low on
outlets (only two) , Greg and Ginny thought we could make
due. While they were setting up the equipment, I was out
rehearsing my actors. Now, I really appreciate them for
showing up, but they kept asking a lot of questions about
a scene I thought was pretty straightforward. Then, they
both got really apprehensive about using the extremely
dull knife we had previously discussed.
I was getting them situated and reassured when the
lights went out. Permanently. It seems we tripped a
breaker and lost all electrical power. Since it was well
after 5 pm and no one who could help was around, or
answering their phones, I was screwed. They tell me I
took it well. With 5 minutes of B-roll in hand, and a
weekend lost, I took them out for a commiseration dinner.
I could at least feed them for their time and mull over
my options. Ander suggested I take a break and rethink
my Live Action Strategy. I'd never had this kind of
trouble making a film before, so I took that advice
seriously. Was the whole thesis going to go this badly?
Reinventing The Story
After live action didn't pan out as I had hoped, I
did take a break. A long break. Looking back now, I was
probably rudderless. I'd worked myself to death trying
to get the people and equipment and permissions and story
together with nothing to show for it. So, I had to
figure out what the hell I was going to do next.
Lorelei Pepi was a big help in getting me to think
about how to tell the story more simply by having me
watch several animated SIGGRAPH shorts and analyzing how
they visually expressed stories that were similar to
mine. I also watched and took copious notes from films
such as Leon: The Professional, City of Angels, Sunset
Boulevard and Gargoyles the Animated Series. While none
of these sources are directly related to my film (with
the exception of Gargoyles the Animated Series) they
helped set the mood or helped me structure my story.
Leon: The Professional is probably the closest in tone to
my film since it's about a hit man who
"adopts" a girl
and saves her from a difficult situation.
One will notice in my credits that there is a
section entitled Bounce People. This refers to those I
would talk about my film with, or bounce ideas off of. I
talked about this film during its creation much more than
I've ever done with any project. This was both good and
bad. Good since it gave me some instant feedback and
allowed me to get a sense of how people were interpreting
my ideas. The down side, however, was that it gave me
that much more to think about, and caused me to question
my own artistic instincts and motivations far more than I
should have. Regardless, Quarry benefited significantly
from the input of others.
Character Design
I always had a rough idea of what I wanted the
gargoyle to look like. He would be physically imposing
and have the capability to look frightening. The
character archetype known as "The Heavy."
The girl (Lisa) was another matter entirely.
Originally I just had criteria: A woman in her 30' s with
dark hair. Then, after a major story revision, she was
to be an early teen, and not Caucasian. And finally she
became a little girl, age 6 to 8 . At that point, I had
switched from doing live action to animation. I needed
some direction on what she should look like in order to
3d model her and a bounce person suggested I choose a
celebrity as a guide, which worked out well. Searching
through magazines, I eventually hit the jackpot, finding
a picture of actress Jessica Alba in a television show
called Dark Angel.
The rat was based off of reference material obtained
from libraries as well as the internet, and I tried to
make its appearance and mannerisms as realistic as
possible .
Modeling
I used all the modeling types throughout quarry.
NURBS were mostly used for smaller solid props like
barrels and the street lamp. Buildings were all polygons,
and the characters were all subdivision surfaces.
Actually, I found Maya's subdivision surfaces to be
a pain to work with. And I needed the ability to have
separate meshes for the face, torso, legs and arms. I
ended up using Connect Poly Shape (CPS) a well-known
series of scripts for Maya, available on
www . highend3 d . com .
In the end, I probably over-modeled the earlier
objects such as the Gargoyle and the alley he's in.
Especially the ruined Police station behind him. When I
began refining the eel-shaded look of Quarry, less became
more, since smoother surfaces had fewer stray lines and
edges at render time. The little girl was extremely
smooth, lest any stray lines make her seem older (and
more wrinkled) than she should be.
In other instances, I wanted lines in areas where
they wouldn't render, and I had to remodel accordingly -
The gargoyle's chest and head had extra creases added to
force lines to render where they normally wouldn't. A
later version of Maya included more tools to tweak this,
as well as the option to use Paint FX to add custom
lines. I, however, used Maya 6, and had to find another
solution through modeling.
Rigging and Animation
Reference videos of actual rats that I found on the
internet site www.youtube.com was very helpful in
realizing how rats move. There is no gargoyle reference
out there, so I used dog and lions for his feet, and my
imagination for the rest.
The gargoyle was rigged, soft bound and weighted as
best I could. Then I went and set extreme keyframed
8poses for the arms and legs so that I could sculpt
corrective blendshapes that would correct for the
deficiencies of soft binds. I then used Maya's set-
driven key system to link these corrective blend shapes
to the rigged skeletal system. Long story short, his
shoulders deform correctly, automatically, and maintain
their illusion of mass. I also used this method to
correct other problem areas such as his elbows when fully
bent, his knees and calf areas. The other characters
weren't as complex and didn't need this extra attention.
Rendering and Compositing
Quarry's underlying duality mentioned earlier in the
story section is reinforced by the rendering style -
harsh contrasting black and white. Color was initially
used to make the viewer focus on characters or relevant
items in a scene, but I also started using it to separate
living things from non-living (hence the gargoyle is a
colorless grey during the day, and blue when he's alive
at night. Characters were each given their own colors in
order to differentiate them. Blue, the traditional boy's
color, for the gargoyle, the girl is mostly in pinks, and
the greedy rat is naturally green. The dog would have
been a scary orange .
Quarry'
s look was inspired by two pieces of computer
generated art I saw online and shown on the following
page. The first and foremost was by Francois Boucq and
the second was "Stitch" by an unknown artist
10
http://www.casterman.com/boucc
The picture that inspired Quarry's look by Francois Boucq
Another
"Stitch"
Inspiration
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The Final Quarry Look
To get the look, I rendered out 3 different passes
of every scene - Line, Dot and Color. Actually, I
rendered 3 passes for each major element of every scene.
For example, the wide alley shot where the camera is
slowly pulling back had 5 major elements (Gargoyle, Girl,
Alley, Pedestal, Cityscape) with 3 passes each, and a
background image the total becomes 16 passes for just one
shot. All the layers of every scene in Quarry counted
together would be over 2 000. Thank Adobe for Pre
Compositions... The chart on the next page shows exactly
how I put an element together:
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Screening
Quarry, in roughly edited forms, was actually
screened twice before its official RIT graduate
screening. On Halloween of 2005 it opened a showing of
GVSU alumni work, where it was very well received by the
general public with much applause and interest
afterwards. Two weeks before screening at RIT, I showed
it at a works -in-progress timeslot at the ASIFA Central
conference in Grand Rapids, MI. I got a lot of
constructive feedback from actual filmmakers. The two
main issues were the length and relevancy of the opening
montage, and the dog attack scene. While the dog attack
was eventually cut, I left the montage intact. The
montage is meant to warm up the audience to
Quarry'
s main
story, as well as suggest the Gargoyle's life and deeds
before he was transported to (and forgotten in NYC) .
There was also some focus on the girl's backpack.
They seemed to give it more significance than was
actually intended. In my attempt to show the girl's
resourcefulness in having made an improvised backpack, I
think I ended up confusing the audience. I'll likely
remove the box's texture map before I send Quarry out to
festivals .
On Monday, May 21st, 2006, in the middle of a large
selection of graduate films, a finished Quarry premiered.
While I'm disappointed that the audience didn't seem to
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embrace the story, I received many positive comments on
the style. So it seems they did like looking at it.
Conclusion
A fellow grad student said that I "hit the audience
over the head" with my story approaches and left no room
for interpretation. I took this more seriously than he
intended because I realized he was right. So with Quarry,
I tried to be a bit more vague, especially with the
opening montage. I had developed a LOT of back- story for
the gargoyle, but couldn't include it all without the
film ballooning up to 20 minutes or so . I decided to
"suggest" his history by showing a series of images under
the opening credits. I've been a big fan of a film
company called Imaginary Forces. They're best known for
the title sequences they do for films such as SE7EN, Wild
Wild West, Dead Man on Campus, among many others. Their
philosophy is that the title sequences should warm up the
audience for the real film. I especially liked what they
did with Ghosts of Mississippi and used that as
inspiration for my own opening.
Talking with people and getting their impressions
was an eye-opening experience in how people were
interpreting my film and how intent does not equal
perception. Something I thought was clear might be
confusing to others, and something I thought was
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innocuous (like the girl's backpack) was almost always
given more relevance than I intended. I figured that
this little girl (who, after all, is managing to survive
on the street) improvised a backpack out of a found box.
I made it a GlobEx box to add some authenticity to the
world (and avoid being sued in the future). I don't
think anyone got that. Some saw her as a delivery person
in an alley, some saw her as Harri Yang, a former RIT
grad student who was obsessed with FedEx. Many thought
that the box was significant to the story and then became
confused at the end when I didn't use it for anything.
There were also times where I could have been
clearer with my imagery. At the end, the girl holds up
her photo and compares it to the building she lives next
to. I intended for the audience to see that the
building's gargoyle matched the one in her photo (and
thus, suggest that that landmark is how the gargoyle
found Lisa's house). Unfortunately, I didn't spend
enough time to model a very convincing gargoyle for the
building and with the dark night and my odd rendering
style, that whole photo comparison scene doesn't add up
as well as it should.
But there were good things too. People who have no
knowledge of 3d or animation have enjoyed Quarry, and
especially the rat (to my surprise) . This was made to be
seen by more than just fellow animators, and I'll be
16
pursuing festivals and independent screenings to make
that happen.
I feel I've achieved the goals I set before and
during my thesis. My knowledge and experience in 3d
(especially rigging) is far ahead of what is was, the
look is unique and memorable, and I've tackled a serious
story and learned A LOT about what makes it work,
regardless of how successful I was in telling it. I made
a piece that can be viewed, re-viewed and re- interpreted
in a variety of ways should the viewer choose to. Last,
I'm actually happy with how it turned out, which, for a
perfectionist, is a good thing indeed.
17
Appendix A:
Original Proposal
A Proposal for the thesis film "Quarry'
Written, Directed and Animated
By
Matt Kleis
05/07/03
Committee Members
Malcolm Spaull (Cha
Lorelei Pepi
Kim Roberts
WORKING TITLE: Quarry
PRODUCER: Matt Kleis
CLIENT: N/A
BUDGET: $11,372
START DATE:
END DATE:
RUNNING TIME:
FORMAT:
03/10/03
05/20/04
15:00:00
DV Cam
STORY
Quarry is the story of a Gargoyle who falls for a woman in modern day New York City.
SYNOPSIS
Flashback #1 : POV- Static shot. A white/blue flash. Night, raining hard with the wind
blowing strong and inconsistently. A blurry/grainy procession ofmonks lead by a priest
emerge from the rain and fog. There are trickles of rain water flowing over the
viewpoint. They stop just ahead of us next to a large dark shape. They speak and make
hand motions, then touch the shape. They then come up to the camera and perform some
ritualistic motions while speaking to us. We hear no sounds.
The priest touches an area just above the camera's view, and there's a flash of blinding
lightning very nearby. The light fades away and the sounds of the scenes come up.
Color and focus return. The viewpoint slowly shifts, as if our eyes are now able to move
around. The priest finishes his speech - words are in Latin, no subtitles. The priests turn
and slowly file out of the camera's view, chanting as they leave. The Gargoyle is born, is
now aware. Fade out.
Fade into aerial shots ofNew York City. Title and main credits appear over successive
shots. Each successive shot gets closer to the ground, until:
Street scene - Establish the NYC environment - the people, the kids and Jerry the Pig
Sausage Man. They walk past and either ignore the camera or momentarily glance at it
like we're some kind of freak. A tourist come past and snaps a photo.
The Woman (Lisa) with black hair in a red dress walks past and ignores us. She has a
brown paper bag, bottled water and a very large book. She sits down on a bench near us
and proceeds to read and take notes. She gets stuck on a particular passage and keeps
rereading it. Gets frustrated and throws her pen towards us. Takes a moment to compose
herself and walks into our POV.
(Looking up directly at us)"Hey there big fella. I believe you have something ofmine.
(Waits for response) Perhaps you could hand it back to me? Well that's very un-
gentlemanly of you, but I suppose I can reach it
myself."
Cut to wide shot ofwoman climbing through the warning tape and up to the perch of a
Gargoyle who is sitting on the front of a very run down building. This is the first point
we switch away from POV shots and reveal that the main character is a gargoyle.
Mid shot ofwoman looking down "Huh. Almost looks like you actually caught it in your
paws." Cut to shot of the pen standing upright between the thumb and index digit of the
Gargoyle's paw. Woman looks to the left. "What's that?" She reaches behind him.
"Why do you have a stack ofNewspapers behind you? This is today's Post." She picks
several more up.
" Monday's, Sunday's, here's yesterday's. You have a newspaper
subscription?" She looks up at the Gargoyle. "Seems you're finished with this one, you
don't mind if I borrow it do you?"
Camera pulls back as she sits down and tries to make herself comfortable between the
Gargoyle's paws to read the paper.
The next day the woman returns to find the paper between the paws ofGargoyle in the
same place the pen was. Maybe a montage of shots showing each day's paper in more
creative spots on the Gargoyle.
Flashback #2 - Overhead POV, raining at night in a field with soldiers running away
towards the distant forest. A winged gargoyle swoops down over us and picks off a
soldier up ahead. Camera focuses on one soldier 100 feet away and very quickly
overtakes him. We watch him scream hysterically when he sees us swoop in from above.
He is in the process of being savagely beaten (by us) when:
Dream sequence interrupted by newspaper hitting us. Across the street we see the paper
boy on a bike say, "Yeah, got him!" or "Take that Big Ugly".
Cut to Montage ofmidday shots showing the woman reading the paper and having her
lunches by the Gargoyle. She's basically adopted him and his spot as her own little
getaway place to have lunch. She gets mad that he's going to be condemned with the
building he's sitting on. Sometimes she's cleaning him off, or shooing pigeons away.
Through this progression we subtly see the features of the Gargoyle change. The head
lowers for a better view of the woman and the paws adjust over time until they're more
comfortable for the woman to sit between. Montage fades out.
Dream Sequence #3 - POV sundown. The arrogant young king decided there was too
much focus on the Gargoyles and not him. King (to Gargoyle) "You don't rule here
anymore. I do." King stops the people from placing flowers. He has his soldiers
topple/destroy the Gargoyle's twin. King is about to finish off the Gargoyle when an
arrow from offscreen lands in one of his soldiers. More arrows start shooting over the
walls. The castle is under attack. King and soldiers rush off. The view adjusts to look at
the broken body of the Gargoyle's brother.
Cut back to NYC - Woman decides the Gargoyle needs a name. She names the Gargoyle
something silly in contrast to his more dignified name - "Sunshine". Woman's one-sided
conversation with the Gargoyle reveals things about herself- she was fired from her
literature professorship at NYU and is now working at a library. She has told her brother
that she was fired, but has kept it from her mother, who is also a professor. Various other
things she says illustrate that she's too independent, can't ask for help, but she's
unwilling to admit to herself that she can't handle things. The men she's dated in the last
months have all disappointed her. They have no drive, no honor, no discipline, no
honorable qualities.
Dream Fragment #4 -. Repetitive clank sound. Fade into POV Daytime Castle location,
bodies of soldiers lying all around. A woman, bruised, dirty is using a bent and scratched
sword to strike at the Gargoyle; sparks are flying. "Damnyou!"Clank. "Damn You!"
Clank. "You were supposed to be awake."Clank. "You were supposed to," Clank, "stop
them." She collapses in frustration realizing her futility. Looks up at Gargoyle's face
"You were supposed to be there for us". . . Fade out.
Fade into nighttime at the Gargoyle. The woman is walking home from another failed
date. She's muttering to herself about how the date went sour, and she ends up sitting by
Gargoyle having a one-sided conversation with him about her problems. She's been
crying. It seems that they had a fight and she dumped him. She starts talking her
problems to the Gargoyle, but gives up "Damn it why am I still talking to you? You're
just as cold and stone-like as Bill. I'm making the same mistakes over and over
again."
She's about to leave when a man approaches her. "Billy?" she asks tentatively.
It's not Billy but a pretty messed up street junkie (Troy). He corners the woman babbling
on about his problems and is demanding her purse. He finally pulls out a knife and is
about to hurt Lisa. She calls for help but there's no answer. A blur streaks past the
camera and the woman. She's pushed away into the wall and hits her head. Perhaps a
scene of a fighting/ blurry form attacking the junkie. As she falls unconscious we hear
screams in the distance.
When she comes to the Junkie gone. She's dizzy and not quite with it yet, all she can see
is the Gargoyle on his pedestal. The woman tenderly touches his face, trying to figure
out what happened.
Fade out.
Fade up to a different street scene POV. More upscale, perhaps a park across the street.
Cut to a different POV of someone walking down the street. We walk up to the gargoyle,
now sitting on a perch between the columns of the library where Lisa works. It's
obviously a recent move, with new mason work, and patches to some of the more worn
spots on the Gargoyle. A hand from offscreen pats him on the head.
Cut to Mid shot ofwoman standing next to the Gargoyle. She says, "Morning
Sunshine."
Walks on up some steps and into work.
Cut to POV Across the street we see the paperboy on his bike. He stopped and has been
watching the interaction of Lisa and the Gargoyle. Reaches in his backpack and pulls out
a paper. Throws it at the camera, it hits dead on - go to black.
APPROACH
Quarry is a live action feature that will be shot on DV Cam over the course of a week at a
location to be determined. Location scouting will determine whether or not a Rochester
location can serve as a New York City street.
Quarry will feature a Gargoyle that will be fully 3d animated in Alias|Wavefront's Maya
and composited into the live action footage using After Effects and Combustion.
Actors will found from Rochester's local talent pool. A casting session will occur when
the script nears completion and production ramps up.
I will seek a composer for the musical score. Possibly an Eastman student.
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Appendix B:
Storyboards
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Appendix C:
Production Stills
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Appendix D:
Scripts and Story Treatments
Flashback #1
over.
Historical sequence Main Titles g
.- A,
Quick, jumbled images showing elements of the
previous flashbacks, as well as Garg's being
crated up, his broken brothers struggling around
on the ground, frightened villagers running away
from him, vandals hitting him or painting
graffiti tags on him, his dedication ceremony in
the 1930s, skeletons in suits of armor, decayed
castle ruins, Elements of the cut "birth"
sequence, etc. Perhaps something that foreshadows
his saving of LISA.
FADE TO BLACK.
Main Title is last (in a newspaper font?) (or
chisled stone?)
TO BLACK
A loud smack breaks the silence. A newspaper
falls away from the camera's POV and we're back Pf\\t QOl
to the present. -*-
EXT Street, the next day.
Across the street we see the paper boy on a bike
say,
PAPER BOY
Yeah, Head shot! Two kills in two days. PO\J 002.
GARGOYLE
Damn brat. At least he snapped me out of my
daydream. I hate that dream. It's always
that dream.
Various shots of people on the street. They walk Pq^>0'S>
past and either ignore the camera or momentarily
glance at it like in disgust. A tourist come past
and snaps a photo.
GARGOYLE (*****
That was a, photo-grapher . Which makes... r>Q\l QQ<4
five thousand one hundred and six.
Should be just about time for the damsel to
CD
peek out. There she is.
Across the street from behind heavy drapes, a pMjo0 540ish woman peeks out nervously.
GARGOYLE
Pink dress today. She never wears pink.
Now the man with the box should come out.
A 30ish man in a rumpled business suit carrying a
briefcase comes out of another building in a po\jOOfc?
hurry.
GARGOYLE
Excellent - right on schedule.
Camera POV shift back to the right.
GARGOYLE
Back to the damsel. Quick peek. Left.
Right. And gone. She might beat her daily p$\J 001
record today. I don't think her knight will
ever rescue her though.
Now the Baggy Twins . One hundred twelve days
in a row, dressed almost the same and they p/s\[ o>8>
have still have never seen each other.
Across the street a skinny white kid trying to
emulate a rapper, comes out with his backpack,
runs down the steps . He stops in front of some
garbage cans to put on his Walkman. Camera tilts
back to the apartment door to see a different kid
dressed almost exactly the same come out and
hurry the opposite way without noticing the first
kid. First kid finishes and goes down the
sidewalk
GARGOYLE
No! They were so close!
Across the street a door opens. Pr^Nf 009
And through the portal comes...
fD
A woman walks into view, turns and looks directly
at the Camera, blocking out the rest of the
street.
GARGOYLE
My lady, get out of the way, you're
blocking my vantage point!
LISA
(holding a sheet in her hand
You're my community service? There's
graffiti all around youl
She looks down.
LISA
( smiling)
And what an artistic use for gum...
GARGOYLE
Miss! A lady should not think such
thoughts .
poV
LISA
God, where do I start?
GARGOYLE
Start what? I must say your presence is
interfering with my patrol.
LISA
Yes Lisa, you've landed yourself a plum
assignment this time.
Lisa puts on rubber gloves and picks up a scrub
brush. She's eyeing the GARGOYLE, deciding just
where to begin cleaning when her eel phone rings
LISA
That'll be The Boy.
GARGOYLE
What are you talking about? What is that
thing? What boy?
She answers her eel phone
Hey Boy what's up? You're leaving now? K.
No worse. There's graffiti everywhere. And
newspapers. I'll be here for weeks.
GARGOYLE
Who is this woman talking to?
No way, I'm not telling Mom. We're finally
good again. Look, I'm gonna miss the next
train. Bye bro, see ya in twenty.
LISA takes off her rubber gloves and re-packs up
her unused cleaning supplies.
LISA
Well, oh darn, I gotta go. See you later
Big Boy.
Lisa walks away down the street. vP****-
GARGOYLE
Who was she, and what does she think she was
doing?
FADE TO BLACK
CG Flashback #2
EXT. POV CASTLE AT SUNDOWN
Darkening skies, it's starting to rain. Sounds
of a distant battle can be heard. A King and a f0*2-A
monk are standing in front of us.
KING
Hurry- wake them up.
MONK
I have sire, they are awake.
KING
But we're under attack - they aren't
defending me!
(to the gargoyle, then to the camera)
Wake up! Both of you - I command it!
MONK
You've used them too much sire. They were
only supposed to be awakened for defense.
You've made them kill too many innocents.
Kingdoms we weren't at war with - your own
people sire!
KING
(to camera)
I know you can't strike me. But I can hurt
you. Defend my castle!
They don't move.
The king has two of his soldiers attach chains to
the furthest gargoyle from the camera.
The gargoyles stand resolute, still unmoving.
KING
Pull!
The soldiers pull down and destroy the furthest
gargoyle. Still the remaining won't move.
GARGOYLE
Brother!
A soldier runs up to the King from off camera.
SOLDIER
Sire, we need you. They're attacking from
two sides now!
KING
(to monk)
Make him move!
MONK
(upset over the dead gargoyle)
I already released them sire, I can do no
more.
An arrow from off-screen lands in the monk. An
increasing stream of arrows come over the walls.
KING
You haven't won. I'll destroy you when I
get back. I can have more of you sculpted!
King is sort of led/pulled away by the messenger
to defend the castle.
KING
Enjoy your stone sanctuary while it lasts!
CUT TO
WIDE SHOT - We hear GARGOYLE'S grunts and ? *-> O0Z-
straining. ^
GRAFFITI
What do you think you're doing?
GARGOYLE
Trying things.
GRAFFITI
Like standing... stiller? (^AfcfeOO^
GARGOYLE
I'm not completely still. I can move my ? AJ2-fo OoM
paws around. I can move my head.
GRAFFITI
Big deal.
GARGOYLE
It is. I could not move for the longest
time. Ever since I was brought to this
aweful place.
GRAFFITI ^
You weren't moving before then either. (&A{Z-Q3 OOj>
GARGOYLE
That was different.! I was j
numans"! A big weapon to fightSS foTili:0^3.
g*p-(
FADE OUT
Q
CG Flashback #3.
Repetitive clank sound. Fade into POV Daytime -TOBA
Castle location, bodies of soldiers lying all
around. A girl, bruised, dirty is using a bent
and scratched sword to strike at the Gargoyle;
sparks are flying.
GIRL
Damn you! <clank> Damn You! <clank> You were
supposed to be awake. <clank> You were
supposed to, <clank> stop them.
She collapses in frustration realizing her
futility. Looks up at Gargoyle's face.
GIRL
You were supposed to be there for us!
CUT FROM FLASHBACK TO LISA POUNDING ON GARGOYLE'S
BASE WITH HER SCRUB BRUSH.
. *>
LISA C O *{
S^*
Well, scrubbing you isn't working - this
crap just won't come off. Aft-& O0&
LISA looks around.
Why don't I just start by clearing away all (*> A^-C OO*)
this junk?
j,,oe SHOT 5
MORE AND MORE SHORT SCENES. CUT FASTER AND
FASTER. SOMETIMES LISA IS JUST LOUNGING,
SOMETIMES CLEANING, TALKING ON CEL PHONE, HAULING
GARBAGE, CHIPPING PAINT OFF, ETC. THROUGH THE \j
PROGRESSION OF IMAGE/SCENES WE SEE GARGOYLE'S
POSITION ADJUST OVER TIME SO THAT HE'S LOOKING
DOWN TO BETTER SEE LISA.
<AfcC OlO
rSA^C 01$
CG Flashback #4
Overhead POV, raining at night in a field with PUoM A
soldiers running away towards the distant forest.
A dark, winged creature swoops down over us and
picks off a soldier up ahead. Camera focuses on q r
another soldier and very quickly overtakes him.
"*" ^*
We watch him scream hysterically when he looks
1.
behind and sees us swoop at him from above. HePrttJC
is savagely beaten (by us). We look over our
bloody claws and then back at the body.
Quick, jumbled images showing elements of the
previous flashbacks, as well as Garg's being ^SOHD
crated up, his broken brothers struggling around
on the ground, frightened villagers running away
from him, vandals hitting him or painting
graffiti tags on him, etc.
EXT - POV Street at night.
The intensity of this dream causes GARGOYLE to
lash out.
GARGOYLE ^A^Ot-4,
AAAAAHhhhh!
*
GARGOYLE pounds his fist onto his pedestal.
Makes some significant cracks in it.
GARGOYLE (surprised) ^ hfcl* 0"2J7
I moved! I'm moving!
GARGOYLE then fades back into his pose.
GARGOYLE
What? Now I can't. How did I just move?
GRAFITTI ^Arfc^ C> Z.&>
You got angry.
GARGOYLE
AGU> 0*2^
No. (disappointed)
v>"^
GRAFITTI
Yeah I think that was it. QPcK-Q 0 *5>0
GARGOYLE
(impassioned)
Not anger
; i ssi j j
. VAfter a thousand years, I have
to be more than just anger. 4^-C03 f
GRAFFITI
I get it now. You're afraid someone you
love will get hurt again. Q M*-**
OS*~
I said I can't move
GRAFFITI
GARGOYLE m, nZ'h
<oru-i.r r _l i jl.
No I can't move, you just won't. There's a $, N*~^ ^ '
difference.
GARGOYLE
^^^
Alonzo and I were doing good at first. But x fcft-> & ^^
our Lord distorted everything. Lied to us.
Used that damn monk to control us, to make
us do terrible things.
GRAFFITI
So it's all their fault? ^
GARGOYLE
6l~7
Yes. No. We liked it too, you know. The (^M2-**
speed, the blood... We liked it.
GRAFITTI
So... you haven't moved or killed for a . q"S&
thousand years or so. That has to make up (s^
for a couple of killings way back then.
GARGOYLE AJ3L& C> 3*]
1120.
to '
GRAFITTI
1120 - People? Fuckin' A. You killed 1120
people? You're a bad statue Mr. GARGOYLE.
GARGOYLE
Shut up.
BEAT
GRAFFITI
>W2^ 04
And you still keep trying to move?
C^A"
GARGOYLE
I don't, I I'm in control now. ^M^ 64/
BEAT
GRAFFITI
You're still the tool, aren't you? You've , a& 042-
been letting that bastard run your life for
e>
the last 1000 years. Stop being used and
leave - go be that someone else you think
you are .
GARGOYLE ^^ 0 H3
It's not that simple. I have to return to fo
this damn pedestal. It's just how it works.
. i 7
*>'^
So you don't move at all. o-*
GRAFFITI , ~- <Vx6 +
0cfti
No. - A.a.^C^(
GRAFFITI
You haven't won, you've just denied
yourself .
GARGOYLE
No. I won't be that monster again.
GRAFFITI
And this is your punishment? (bAA^-OH6?
Yes
GARGOYLE
A,
. .
GRAFFITI
A pacifist with a taste for blood. AAf^-k O1-!^
Interesting.
GARGOYLE starts scratching his pedestal.
GRAFFITI ^
Now what are you doing?
GARGOYLE
I know her name but she doesn't know mine.
GRAFFIT (^frt-b Cflr^
I don ' t get it .
GARGOYLE ~
She's nice, but I'm sick of being called
Sunshine. , ^(j C t\\)
FADE OUT
O
FADE IN - NEXT DAY
LISA arrives for another cleaning session.
LISA
What the Hell is this? P y/0
\0
GARGOYLE
Look closer, read it.
LISA
I can't believe this! I've been working for
weeks to get this place how I like it, and
now they've resorted to carving.
A_bends_down to see it closer. j The crudely
scratched letters are supposed-try be L-U-C-A-N,
but appear to be L-4-K-A-N. GARGOYLE'S
, n^>0
penmanship isn't the greatest... Q t\&-* u
GARGOYLE
Yes, read the letters
?
LISA
L, 4, Can? Damn kids.
GARGOYLE
No! Lucan! My name, dammit. ^
LISA
So. I meet with Ruckerman today.
Apparently "upon further reflection" there's
no place for someone like me. That bastard
made me stand in front of the entire
department and say I'm sorry I recklessly PavJ Oil
endangered a client. And then still fires '
me.
GARGOYLE
What does firing mean? Wouldn't that hurt?
Lisa goes silent and resumes cleaning.
GARGOYLE
Well? Don't stop now-
LISA'S Mom
/'
That doesn't sound like the daughter I PoVOlT^
raised.
LISA (surprised)
Mom. How did you, uh, what are you doing on
this side of town? _ Ui^
LISA'S Mom
I took the train.
LISA
Your train goes the other way Mom.
LISA'S Mom
I guess I had to see this for myself.
LISA
Tim told you didn't he?
LISA'S Mom ,
No, I'm the DA honey- Me and the other P<3\/CM7
lawyers talk.
LISA
Damn lawyers. PcvOIS
TJTSA's Mom
Here, move over, I'll start on the other
side.
LISA
Mom, don't...
LISA'S Mom
I haven't forgotten how to use one of these.
(scrub brush)
LISA
This isn't your community service. I have
to do this.
LISA'S Mom
You always have to do it don't you? You're
so damn independent, you know that? f>o*SOl~l
It's just... a setback. Ruckerman just used
the bad publicity to get me out of the way. //#
Z..
LISA'S Mom uses this opportunity to grab the
scrub brush.
LISA'S Mom
It's still you versus the world. You should
have stuck with the counseling. I could
talk to Ruckerman you know.
lisa
p^yfO1^
No.
LISA'S Mom
He owes me a big favor. You even know why.
LISA
No. No Mom! I can't have you come around *
and fix everything. ^^ cA^jg Y^ ^O pOv ^
LISA'S Mom
e-
1%-^
It's like you don't want to be my <feugh-ter
anymore . P0\i
0 2r\
LISA
I don't want to be just your daughter
anymore. There has to be a way to live my P6 vT
01**-
life and have it still be my life. I've got
to find a way to do everything right once.
PAUSE FOR A BEAT
LISA
Why are you here?
LISA'S Mom <pQ\) dZ'}
I guess I can't not help my kids. I lied to \AKt3t"
the police about where Bill was all the
time. I made a call that kept Tim on the
football team. My kids screw up and need
second chances.
LISA
Everything's all shot to Hell.
LISA'S Mom
No, honey- Just a setback.
* <>iT
(5)
BEAT
LISA'S Mom
Anyway, you won't have to clean here for
much longer.
LISA
What do you mean?
LISA'S Mom
I shouldn't tell you this, but Dennis, you
know, the Police Chief, told me this area's
been condemned. I was having lunch with him
today and he said they've re-allocated money
towards hiring more officers instead of
renovating this old station.
LISA
What?
LISA'S Mom
They made a deal with a demolition crew
down the street to take this place down
Saturday. To bad he wasn't carved here
or something.
,Jt7 C~r*^s
LISA
I gotta run
~ LISA'
s Mom
(Checks her watch)
Oh, so do I . See you for supper on
Saturday? .* to* T
LISA
Yeah Mom.
fOvjO^
LISA'S Mom
Bye
LISA^sMom leaves. Lisa looks up at the Gargoyle
and quickly starts packing up her stuff. r>"2,4
LISA
It's not me against the world, it's you and
me against the world.
She gets out her eel phone.
Q
I ' v.
Yeah, Curator's Office please.
FADE TO BLACK
EXT. NIGHT SIDEWALK IN FRONT OF GARGOYLE
:V''W* ""Iff..
3-5 Shots of the local nightlife. They're either
,
looking at the camera or at Lisa. There's an ^\\J X&
expectation that something will happen. Maybe a
cut to Ms. Paranoid peeking out her window.
\s
v^trri 1 LISA is walking quickly down the street with her ijiot. *** 5*^
cleaning tools. She's on her eel phone N [T, CO (
LISA
I know it's a stupid thing to do, but the
Director said I have to find something
historically New York on him or they're not
interested! No you don't have to come out
here. Tim, I'm a big girl, I can handle an
hour in the ghetto.
A^5
rJ
ft*-
(fifr
LISA breaks out her flashlight and begins H^ uM-
searching/spot cleaning all around the GARGOYLE.
She occasionally looks around to see if anyone is -fv- *- irvflf
approaching or at a passing car, since she's not at fwvH *^
as fearless as she lets on. She spot cleans some ^ su*V d*'-
more places but turns up nothing. / ( /^.V*
- a>
LISA
Damn it why am I doing this for you? Are you
even worth it? Somebody put you here for a
reason, so what is it?
poy/dir/
rf
T"
v,
T~*
\
Cc"Nf ""LISA drops her flashlight
LISA
Dammit.
She's packing up to leave when a man approaches ^*%tm
her.
LISA
(tentatively)
N&;*^ Tim?
*o#- *
It's not her brother Tim, but a messed up street
LWfc 4 P-*tc- \S
UV/E 4 PLAT~
junkie (Troy). He corners Lisa, still babbling
on about his problems.
TROY
(muttering to himself)
...need some, like right now. God it's been
so long since, I mean I can hold out if I
have to, but I just need a, hey lady got a
buck or two?
LISA
(lying)
Look, I don't have a dollar right now.
TROY
I jus, um, I wanna call somebody.
aJ ttdOl
LISA
Really? You're going to stick a dollar bill
in a pay phone?
ijir^oK-
GARGOYLE
Easy on the mouth Lisa. Don't make him mad.
TROY
C'mon lady. I am gonna call a cab.
LISA
Go sleep it off Jim Beam.
GARGOYLE
Shut your mouth Lis.
tflXtJG
TROY
Iss not my fault, I had a job once. Jus I
need to forget about it sometimes.
LISA
Don't touch me.
TROY jJlT&Off
And Shelly 's
wantin'
more she's after my
more child payments, and
jus' jujust Gimme
ya Fucking Wallet!
LISA
No. Get off me! Help!
n/171015
Lf v>
TROY
Shut up bitch, stop.
LISA
Help me! Help!
p{jiWt% L\-zc<. fla'^*>4 uJ<*.U TROY
...struggling.
>>s Kv
Live TR0Y finally pulls out a serrated kitchen knife
about .tojiurtLisaf. He stabs and misses .~~7f-rC a,~~CTJon the knifehTtting the wall and bending. *" * l
W>G ^t <% ioe^jc \oops The knife drops awayj and he slaps her around
*5r 1 Tidider aner-harder..r^ne calls for help but th
Ua f<5\/
l ere's 0A}li,g,ai'J
Live. no answer. Troy slams her onto the ground and she /
/U/T Ot%hits her head
Cut to CU shot of Troy's hand picking up the
2JitL5 knife. rJIT^on
BoTtV
Uv/E
^A/ry'^S- tv\'.(^
LISA POV of Troy as he's about to stab her. A sjiTV^2-^
blur streaks past the camera and pulls Troy with
it.
?j*^
Cut to MS of LISA struggling to get up, holding /JrTL0l~i
her hurting head.
ut to LISA POV scene of a fighting/blurry form
attacking the junkie. As she falls unconscious ^j ^-j-^ a%,i~
we hear screams in the distance.
CUT TO close-up, fast cutting blurry POV's of
Troy and GARGOYLE'S fight. Montage-y messy
violent imagery TBD.
Cut to wide shot of slumped LISA and some of the
alley on the left. We see nothing, but there's a A^Hc. 0*"3
loud bone-crunchy smack/splatter.
Camera cuts to GARGOYLE POV looking at his bloody
hands. POV looks back down the alley to the PO\J &&-%
unconscious Lisa. Walks up to her.
Cut to Close up of GARGOYLE. Looks around
nervously to see if anyone was watching. rJtft OVi
Pl.at FADE OUT
n
FADE IN
OAP^-
Sunrise. &
M<3<3
^p.0OMt5 pC*T
pu/VTE
GARGOYLE is bent down doing something.
of him positioning the~TTlashltgtrE
"
He has a hard time * , hlOO^L-
Cut to
against the pedestal.
controlling it due to his clumsy paws.
GRAFFITI
Run you fool!
V"3
\j^AJ
GARGOYLE
What?
00 50^ **>
um-ll/plAts.
Pl ATE
GRAFFITI
Why are you still here? You got your wish,
ou can move again. Get outta here!
dd> 4
GARGOYLE
Not this time.
GRAFFITI
She won't figure it out.
GARGOYLE (m^IM +c Ui*i.&<.lfj
Dorhamji^^^Jjft, T haT.ro to aere^rhis-oxie
oh
this time.
Have to do it right
The sun comes up and GARGOYLE starts to be pulled , j|4 0
back to his perch. Lisa starts^ to move .^ititOT
GAjtGOYLE r4ists .^/"He reaches_jOut to Lisa^ut~~thg~-~-
sunlight f himback on to his perch just as^^^TV
o(a
isa opens
w do T*"s'.iuw ill's the sunlight that's forcing
him back? Maybe it's the reverse of sun hitting
vampires. At night when he's moving, his surface
is all really cracked, like an exoskeleton over a
gooey under-musculature. Sunlight striking him
causes the cracks to re-fuse together, locking
him in place. Gonna be really difficult 3d
though.
When she awakens TROY the Junkie gone. She's
looks at the pedestal
^jttoo 7
!hestill on the ground. f~Sl
ancT~IlOLlceti thy flashlight is illuminating a
dirt-encrusted inscription on the base. The jJrJd/^
6D
LNE-
>f
inscription dedicated the Gargoyle and the <sjr
station to protection New York's streets or
something.
She's scared, wondering what happened to TROY, \a
all she can see is the GARGOYLE on his pedestal. S^
The woman looks at his face, trying to figure out
what happened. She notices that there's some
blood streaked on Garg's claws.
kZ-
(>UA^ FADE TO BLACK
FADE IN
EXT. POV - A different street scene - more ** \
upscale. JcLnJoY- ^
CUT TO LISA'S POV
LISA is walking down the sidewalk, approaching a i^^fc)
museum.
^^
POV continues up to the GARGOYLE, now sitting on
a perch between the columns of the museum where
Lisa works. It's obviously a recent move, with
new mason work, and patches to some of the more
worn spots on the GARGOYLE. A hand from off
screen pats him on the head.
+0*1-
Cut to Mid shot of LISA standing next to the
GARGOYLE .
LISA
Morning Sunshine. Can't chat, today, just need a
touch of good luck.
(rubs GARGOYLE'S nose then walks off)
Camera pulls back and we see a man stop and pat
the GARGOYLE on the nose as he walks up the /cj\J0>fO(W
steps.
Cut to POV - Across the street we see the
paperboy on his bike. He has been watching the
interaction of the people with the GARGOYLE.
Reaches in his backpack and pulls out a paper. /</J0 \(O0%
CUT to MS - Paperboy
PAPER BOY
Huh. New route, same Gargoyle.
Rolls the paper back up and throws it off camera
at GARGOYLE. Hold on paperboy as he gets ready
to go off on his bike, and then have him get hit
from off camera with the same newspaper. Boy
turns to look at GARGOYLE.
MS - GARGOYLE'S Face. GARGOYLE goes from sitting
still to baring his considerable fangs. /
CUT TO BLACK
CREDITS
6f667
9*
1;
4'. 'd>.3W'\-i- \ <B?\
Quarry, '*-*Jr .;;.,
Draft 7
.
/
<iLJ/l
t^j- Lisa squeezes through the trash of a cluttered and forgotten alley through a rip in the pole-L-^ bam-sheet metal fence that's blocking off the alley from the street. K . jr
She stumbles through the debris in the dark alley and hides behind a large granite wall. -
/;'-"
<^3
^ The deli cart man she stole a sandwich from is trying to get through, but he's too big. He
sticks his arm through and grabs for her, but misses. He yells at her, but eventually gives
QD up, but she's still scared. -, Uh '--.' /flSTr*-*'
M^
<
(g) With the man gone, she relaxes a little, but she's still scared and breathing hard.>
if'. i
_..-..
'
fl.Y
(&/ Lisa steps out from behind the wall she was hiding behindhand is momentarily scared. '
'
Reveal that she was hiding behind the ne^e1^1 of a fr^Qnmp oaranvlp 1 . - i r JuJ
@| ** jSne st^Ps back and stumbles on an old apple crate! She sets it upright and sits on it,
"~
staring intently at the gargoyle the whole time. /U . ; ,; v / \ < ,, c\
.. fTA^.r ? g,t_A-^ Lt'.*>.'j '"
'"'
_.
J?-- :: }
-J?
| Later, she's looking around the gargoyle, she sees the large sword gashes in his side, aria^y^AL/
'
the cracks and graffiti etc. As she's making herway around, the gargoyle, she steps on ^y ^
"
;:
,
something. She looks down. Realizes the stone she stepped on is actually a claw from ^ll
. the gargoyle. She replaces it, and looks up at the gargoyle*
J7^'-"""
i
\T~^~--
\^ , ,~~>.
&
l^ight is falling and. she.'s_.had a rough day./ She pulls a blanket out of her backpack and
sits against the gargoyle, and falls asleep clutching the backpack to her chest.
j r&w , v';^ W^', ? /-^ -: r.-'. . :' '- '- '-- . ZZZSCI
rt-~"
r\ Hf
"Life.Later, at night. The gargoyle's claw and pulls up against his paw to it's prorjej^^ki^^j],^Ux^
location] Camera follows the blue wave of the transformation up his body as his cracks ;
fill in, broken parts pull together, etc. Ends on his face and his eyes open. The effect
'
,-> should look something like a reverse timelapse. w A - f , \^~zj\ . \l
?'
?x-
_ _,.
--
- / --.. -\^^tXsi Lli--<-
T^fter wakingpffi he recoils slightly at the sleeping girl. JHe eases himselfback off the
I pedestal, carefiil riot to disturb or touch her. ?He*stands back and looks at her, but his
curiosity gets the best ofhim. (&f<~ ^
Gargoyle walks around Lisa, looking closely at her, delicately picking up her arm,
discovering how fragile she is.v?J'v'f , ? v**"
4/l "'
-A. r.'<'.~ -- -
His examination is disrupted by thejpreserice of a crowJ It lands near Lisa| doesn'f "seem
"
to mind the Gargoyle and fishes things out oTher backpack. It tosses out
a' few things
including an old rumpled tounst map ofNYC that Lisa has drawn over (The drawings
show she's trying to make her way home, but doesn't know how). Then the crow finds the
VK
A-\
restofher sandwich.
i\/* (>&*",
he_crow is trying to get the celophane off the sandwichjvvhen it is grabbed, squawking^
j by ^^^-jj^^ the pavement into a bloody j
.,,ahVmap
and looks at it POVT)
JZT~ "" ~~~"
Vf i
V'
"^ - The S1^#e_ak!)@3S2^e looks UP.^ and a sunbeam^h^
sunrrearn "tracks his movements and seems tojiterally be forcing him unwiflinglyMc
onto his pedestal, back into position.
The next day. Montage ofLisa recreating the alley to be her sanctuary.
- She uses some rusty wire to tie his cracking arm tighter together.
\jTrc u;.wraps nis wings back together with /silver duct tape.
Cleaning crevices with an old waterffilled coffee can and a newspaper.
- Clearing away the trash and debris sWroundingJiis-pe-destal
Clearing away the big boards had fallen near him.
Z-%m
Decorates him. Broken glass bits stuck on with gum?
- < U ,-, Iv-ii'-1)';
*^
,s
...-_>
Night. There's a vicious Doberman snarling and tentatively approaching Lisa. Into the
}.<' '
J top of the frame walk the legs of the Gargoyle. Camera pans up Gargoyle's body so we
see a carved medal/insignia on the back ofhis neck which shows a stylized gargoyle
sr'
rrj
! ) standing in between a knight and a town or group ofpeople.
:
.
'"
"
f
'
^
v The Doberman crouches and leaps at Gargoyle who steps back, catches it by the leg and
t?^1
'
,^ / ", slams it back onto the ground with a sickening thud and a pitiful whelp from the dog.
,AV
A
V>
Gargoyle looks around, unsure what do with the evidence. He throws the dead dog on the
top of one of the nearby buildings. He is obviously rushed for some reason. He takes the
coffee can ofwater and sploshes it on the blood, quickly trying to clean up.
K
<QajjpyleJooks atjthe hole where the dog_came through) He walks up to the feh'&e-and
peeks^xer^uLto^reactb^giot^Cut to POV showing the awful cesspool of a
neighborhood outside the alley. Police car going past. Elaborate more. Also there (^f)\
should be a dark red tint to this scene. Either red is the dominant color or an all over lint,-7
ibrffiise en scene purposes.
"
Gargoyle turns back to the sleeping Lisa but|sees she is standing there watching him
wide-eyed, holding her home map in her hand] Gargoyle-^jgg-the map. Looks up at the
night sky.
a
li-S V
w
CuMo a city shot above New York City with a moon illuminating from behind causing
Vme buildings to be silhouetted. Gargoyle flies in from under the camera with Lisa in his
arms.
dde shot of them flying off into the night.
A/flrfot of him dropping her off/ YYybe she has fallen asleep, and he leaves her on her
doorstop? But how does he know .'here she lives? Does anybody care?
Later, towards daybreak Gargoyle is fly^gnback to his alley. He spent his entire night
trying to get Lisa home, that he can't get baqkJb-eiQjr^th^s.un..comes.-upJrIe's in sight of
the alley, but the sun comes up. \A light beam hits rfialiand turns to stone. | He loses
.* i .
J- I t-r' mm T-iiiir-inri.ii' aim J"*n-n tui.uiutil.'i i i _. m nn-inrn/
[control and crashes towards the allege _._J_,^._,^,,.,.-....^-^-^m,,,^
CyMojillejyjway_;w^^ likejn^ometmto thVfronf fenceland his broken j
ipart and the debris tumble into the camera and it goes to blaojg^
_ ^
_J
End.
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Appendix E:
Set Design and Character Drawings
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